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1. Introduction

The toponymy of Somalia is not a subject that appears to have captured the attention of scholars. Apart from some sporadic indications in maps or travel books of the colonial age (as in Robecchi-Bricchetti, 1899), the only works worthy of attention are an old and largely provisional paper by Cerulli (1931) and a brief paper by Tosco–Milanese (1996).

To be sure, both Italian and British cartographers did much work in the attempt to provide maps with consistent toponymy, in spite of the remarkable problems with language and transcription.

The introduction of a national writing in 1972, along with a better understanding of Somali phonology, gave cartographers an incomparably better means for the transcription of toponyms.2
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1 Strange as it may seem for a small (although long overdue) contribution such as this, I am indebted to many. First of all, I owe more than I can say to the late Giorgio Raimondo Cardona, who encouraged me to pursue this subject and patiently gave me direction and support. I also want to thank Giorgio Banti, whose expertise in whatever is related to Somalia was of great assistance. Last but not least, I want to express my gratitude to Annarita Puglielli, without whose infinite and generous insistence, which even succeeded in conquering my profound reluctance, this paper would have never come to light, and my debts would have been left unsettled.

2 Soviet cartographers were the first to make use of the national writing in maps (cf. Soviet Military Topographic Maps, 1978-82). Although the degree of detail is im-
The present paper is not meant to be an exhaustive study – whatever that might possibly mean for a subject such as this – or intended to be used for reference purposes. Nor is it meant to be an essay in classical toponymy, i.e. historically-reconstructively oriented. Rather, it aims to offer a general and, possibly, holistic overview of the phenomenon, its concerns being linguistic and anthropological. It will address questions such as: What geographical items are named? How are they named? Why are they named? What role do toponyms play in traditional Somali life? What do Somali toponyms tell us about the people that make use of them and their relation to the Land?\footnote{For two significant studies in this respect, see Boas (1934) for toponyms, and Cardona (1982) for anthroponyms and ethnonyms. Thornton (1997) discusses the idea that place names are an intersection between language, thought and the environment.}

We will first address some general characteristics of Somali toponymy, its uniformity – as far as language and geography are concerned – and some major issues of interpretation comprising the problems of different transcriptions, subsequent layers of reference and the somewhat fuzzy distinction between proper and common nouns.

1.1. Uniformity and transparency

We are going to deal here with the question of how far a general description of Somali toponymy can achieved, i.e. to what extent it is constant in language and type, in spite of differences in space, time and geomorphic features.

**Multilingualism**

A remarkable aspect of Somali toponymy is its extensive uniformity. This is in line with the overall linguistic uniformity of Somalia, an unparalleled case in sub-Saharan Africa, where multilingualism is the rule.

A number of non Somali toponyms do occur, but they are generally confined to specific regions or domains. Bantu toponyms occur in the Juba region (Kisimayu, Raas Kiamboni), while some Arabic, religious names are found in the ‘Land between the Rivers’, the lowland surrounded by the rivers Shebelle and Juba (Masaajid ‘Mosques’, Janna ‘Paradise’). Names relating to sea geography are also Arabic (raas ‘Cape’, bender ‘Port’; khoori ‘Lagoon’; qubbad ‘Bay’; jasiro ‘Island’). There is a residue of toponyms, mostly relating to the

pressive, their toponymy is not entirely reliable because there is a tendency (1) to overstate long vowels, and (2) to obscure dialectal differences in favour of Standard Somali.
oldest cities, which have a different origin: Oromo inland, and Semitic along the coast (an example of which is Mogadishu, which most probably has its origins in some Arabic dialect).

**Dialects**

Somali is a rather uniform dialect cluster, with the exception of the Lowland, whose dialects are grouped under the generic name of *maay*. Toponymy echoes this situation and the most remarkable phonological and lexical differences in toponyms are found in that area. Nonetheless, except for some geomorphically related differences, there is no remarkable typological variation between northern and southern toponyms.

**Diachrony**

It is reasonable to assume that, *in principle*, toponyms have a degree of transparency which is inversely proportional to their age. An evident fact regarding Somali toponyms is that most of them are remarkably transparent, at least as far as their literal meaning is concerned. Therefore, it is plausible to suppose that most of them are fairly recent (in part, this may be a consequence of the rationale of this research: the database upon which the analysis is based is made up of names whose interpretation is reliable, i.e. potentially more recent).

Evidently, it is unrealistic to believe that the toponymy of Somalia has not undergone changes of any kind. Nonetheless, there are reasons to assume that the types of Somali toponyms (i.e. place names created by Somali speaking people) have changed very little, if at all. First of all, Somali toponyms are extremely uniform in type. Secondly, and most remarkably, even the areas that were only quite recently inhabited by Somali people (like Jubaland) have exactly the same kind of toponyms as the rest of Somalia.

As will be argued below, uniformity and transparency have crucial importance in determining the special function that toponymy has for Somali, the only population in Africa where nomadic pastoralists still constitute the majority.

These facts lead to a rather paradoxical consequence as far as traditional studies in toponymy are concerned: the possibility of studying Somali toponymy through a systemic-synchronic approach, rather than an atomistic-etymological approach.
Geographical variation

There is some degree of variation in place names that merely depends on geography. A typical case is that of horonyms: terms such as *cal* or *qarqar*, which refer to mountain ranges, occur in the largely mountainous North, and not in the South, which is mostly plains with just a few isolated and low mountains. Similarly, the term *webi*, ‘river’, is only seen in the South, not due to linguistic differences, but to the sheer fact that rivers (i.e. permanent streams of water) only exist in that region.

1.2. Issues of interpretation

Besides the usual problems of interpretation, the state of the art of research into Somalia’s toponymy gives rise to some particular problems that will be addressed in this chapter.

Transcriptions

A problem concerning both the identification and the interpretation of Somali place names is caused by discrepancies in transcription as a name can often appear in different variants. This is the result of a stratification of different cartographic traditions.

Apart from a few Arabic transcriptions, the oldest transcriptions of the bulk of Somali place names are Italian (often accompanied by an English transcription in Somaliland and Jubaland). A major problem with these transcriptions is that they are grossly inadequate in representing Somali phonology, leading to serious difficulties in the task of identifying names. Nonetheless, they retain an official status and are still widely used.

A second layer consists of the transcriptions in the national writing of Somali, which was introduced only in the Seventies. In spite of the fact that Somali writing is incomparably more adequate than Italian or English to transcribe Somali names, some variation still occurs. Some variants are purely graphic, ultimately due to some morphophonological processes in Somali (e.g., a diphthong such as ‘aw’ can be written either as ‘ow’ or ‘oo’; postvocalic ‘q’ can be represented as ‘kh’). Other variants arise from dialectal differences (for instance, some guttural consonants of Standard Somali are absent in Southern Somali: e.g. Somali *ceel* ‘pit’ is *eel* in Maay). As a consequence, the likelihood that there may be up to three or even more variants for the same toponym, a problem which does not particularly seem to bother Somali people.
Time Layers

Another issue affecting the correct interpretation of toponyms is that their constituent parts do not necessarily belong to the same time layer. A good number of instances of this kind are provided by toponyms in which the name of a near place is embedded. The embedded place name can be accompanied by a modifier (e.g. weyn/yar ‘big/small’) – as in Buhoodleh Yara, which is related to Buhoodleh, a city in North-western Somalia – or be preceded by a category noun, as in Webi Shabeelle, which is obviously related to Shabeelle, an area around the upper course of the river Shebelle, where it is simply named, not surprisingly, as Webiga ‘The River’.

It is quite clear that these toponyms are temporally subsequent to the place name they embed, i.e. they were conceived in relation to the latter. As a consequence, the translation must take into account the correct referential relationship of the name. As an example, Buhoodleh Yara should be interpreted as ‘Little Buhoodleh’, instead of ‘Place with small oasis’ (vs. Buhood-leh ‘oasis-with’); Webi Shabeelle is ‘River of (the) Shebelle (region)’, and not *‘River with leopards’ (vs. Shabeel-le ‘Leopards-with’).

A different type of diachronic layering is shown by those toponyms in which a foreign name is embedded, a familiar situation for scholars of toponymy. A well known example is Webi Ganaane (another name for the river Giuba), which is formed by webi ‘river’ and ganaane, again ‘river’ in Galla Borana (and in some varieties of Sidama). The curious redundancy in this toponym is apparent. The name Ganaane was adopted by Somali people when they settled in a region formerly inhabited by Oromo people, for whom the name was transparent. On the contrary, the name was not transparent for Somali, who added the category noun webi. As a result, the correct translation is ‘River Ganane’ (not *‘River river’), while the original Oromo form was simply Ganaane ‘The River’.

Proper or common noun?

It is worth considering a further point which has a bearing upon this discussion. In more familiar countries – due to long established traditions of registering place names and the fact that they are rarely transparent – toponyms are clearly distinguished from common nouns, so that problems of categorization very seldom arise. On the other hand, in countries such as Somalia – in which standardization of place names is more recent and less comprehensive, and most nouns are blatantly transparent – issues of ambiguity do arise.
A few Somali names only consist of a generic noun – such as pond, mountain, etc. – so that it is not clear whether they should be considered as proper nouns in the ordinary sense. It is possible that in some cases cartographers misinterpreted some descriptive expressions as proper names which were not considered really specific by natives.\(^4\)

2. Which geographical items are named?

What follows is a list of the major geographical categories to which Somali place naming makes refers and which cover nearly all Somali toponyms. In many instances, these nouns are embedded in the name itself. The geographical super-categorisation is in part borrowed from the maps of Somalia and in part derives from general conventions applied to the particular Somali territory.\(^5\)

2.1. Elevations

Elevations include mountain ranges, mountains, hills, dunes and parts of mountains. Some are confined to specific areas: mountain ranges are only found in the North; some types of hills are specific to the South; dunes are typically found along the coasts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mountain Ranges</th>
<th>buuraha; cal (high and rocky); qargar (low and rounded)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mountains</td>
<td>buur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaks</td>
<td>duud; dul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulders</td>
<td>dhabar, san</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hills</td>
<td>garab ‘hill, ditch’; dabo, doon (in the land between the Rivers); tuur, gumbur, qar (in the North)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highlands</td>
<td>kuumyo ‘hill made of red, flood ground’ (in the South)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slopes</td>
<td>deg ‘slope, river bank’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^4\) It is noteworthy that in some maps some of these names occur without an initial capital letter.

\(^5\) The problem of geographical categorisation is an old and tricky one. For some considerations on the subject, see Tomai and Kavouras (2002).
2.2. Depressions

‘Depression’ is a blanket term referring here to both round and elongated landforms below the surrounding area. Given the hydrological features of Somalia, in which almost all bodies of water are seasonal, no clear distinction between dry depressions and depressions with water can be drawn.

**RIVERS**  
webi (only applied to the rivers Shebelle and Juba)

**WADIS**  
waad(i), tog/tug; dix ‘small wadi’; bohol, doox ‘river valley’; far, ‘canal, affluent’, keli (canal in the Shebelle area), durdur (in the North), laag

**BASINS**  
balli, weel ‘basin’; billiq, faaf ‘swamp’; caag, war ‘pond’; gal/gel/kal ‘marsh’; haro ‘small lake’; saxaa(x) ‘rain water basin’; uur ‘depression’; dhesheeg ‘depression along a river’

**HOLES**  
god; hog

2.3. Subterranean water

‘Subterranean water’ includes both artificial watering holes, such as pits – both deep and superficial – and natural underground sources, such as wells and natural pits.

**PITS**  
ceel; laas (in dry riverbeds); ran (in sand or gravel soil); qod-qod (cluster of small ran); biyo

**WELLS**  
il; buq; biyo

2.4. Human settlements

‘Human settlements’ refer to a variety of geographical items of human origin, such as permanent or temporary dwellings, fields, watering places, and
burial sites. Dwellings and territories (for which see below) are the least restricted as far as category nouns are concerned. The reason is that almost every aspect of the land, or element on it, can be used to identify a place. Names of cities have a tendency to be less transparent because in most cases they are older in origin, sometimes even pre-Somali.

A particular case of dwelling is religious settlements. They are confined to the Land between the Rivers and generally relate to agriculture. The names are almost always Arabic and have a religious quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dwellings</th>
<th>buulo; beled (along the river Shebelle);</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posts</td>
<td>mooro ‘corral’; xuddur ‘camp, fort’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burial Sites</td>
<td>xawaale/xabaale; xawl; qabri (in Northern Jubaland); xawaal tirri (ancient burial place, with stone cairns)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>masaajid, buulo, beled, bender, janna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlements</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watering Places</td>
<td>ceelo, malka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fields</td>
<td>beer; shambe, adable (in the South)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Lands

‘Lands’ includes a number of natural geographical items of considerable extension, such as territories, forests, deserts, etc. and items relating to the sea. Bender ‘port’ can refer both to sea and river ports, although the latter is uncommon. Being a human-related item, it should be included in the ‘human settlements’ category, but it has the same more-Arabic-than-Somali character of the other names relating to the sea.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land Elements</th>
<th>carro ‘territory’; gelgel ‘pastureland’; ban(-an) ‘clearing’; cayn ‘forest’ (in the North); hawd ‘bushland’; sol ‘dry land’ (in Migiurtinia)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sea Elements</td>
<td>bender ‘port’; khoori ‘lagoon’; qubbad ‘bay’; raas ‘cape, headland’; jasiro ‘island’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2.6. Routes

Reference to routes are found, although not frequently. These include mountain passes, paths, and fords.

**PATHS**

jid, tob

**PASSES**

karin ‘mountain pass’

**FORDS**

dabbaan ‘ford’

3. How are geographical items named?

This section deals with the form and the content in the naming of Somali geographical elements.

3.1. Form

The word structures which underlie the vast majority of Somali place names are as follows (MOD = Modifier; DET = Determinant; C = Clause; NP = Noun Phrase; AP = Adjectival Phrase; IMP = Impersonal; REL = Relative; CONJ = Conjunction; PRES = Present; HAB = Habitual):

1. \([\text{NP} \text{ Mod}] \text{ NP}\)
2. \([[[\text{NP}] \text{ Mod}] \text{ NP} \text{ Mod}] \text{ NP}\)
3. \([\text{NP} [[\text{Mod}] \text{ Mod}]] \text{ NP}\)
4. \(\text{NP} = \text{N (Det)}\)
5. \(\text{Mod} = \text{AP}/\text{NP}/(\text{C})\)

As the above patterns show, nouns with a Determiner occur, but are not very common.\(^7\)

In what follows, the common types of Somali toponyms are given and exemplified. They are divided into *phrasal names*, which are by and large the most common ones, and *clausal names*, which are relatively rare.\(^8\)

\(^7\) For the sake of simplicity, ‘NP’ is conventionally used here instead of ‘DP’.

\(^8\) Each toponym is accompanied by a gloss and a translation. The latter is meant to be as unambiguous as possible, *not* an idiomatic translation into the expected English
### a. Phrasal Names

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Name 1</th>
<th>Name 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N(pl.)</td>
<td>Buur-o</td>
<td>Berde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mountain-s</td>
<td>fig_tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Mountains’</td>
<td>‘Fig tree’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N+Det</td>
<td>Gumbur-tii</td>
<td>Jiif-ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>hill-the</td>
<td>slope-the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘The hill’</td>
<td>‘The slope’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N+AP</td>
<td>Buur Cad</td>
<td>Balli Weyn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mountain white</td>
<td>pond big</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘White mountain’</td>
<td>‘Big pond’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N+[N-le]_AP</td>
<td>Ceel Garab-le</td>
<td>Buur Dawac-ley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pit ditch-with</td>
<td>mountain jackal-with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Pit with ditch’</td>
<td>‘Mountain with jackals’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N+NP</td>
<td>Bohol Baar</td>
<td>Buq Berde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stream dum_palm</td>
<td>well fig_tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Stream of dum palm’</td>
<td>‘Well of fig tree’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N+Det+AP</td>
<td>Buur-ti Biyoo-le</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mountain-the water-with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘The mountain with water’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N+Det+NP</td>
<td>Buq-da Aqab-ley</td>
<td>Deg-tii Caliima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>well-the acacia-with</td>
<td>slope-the Alima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘The well with acacias’</td>
<td>‘Alima’s slope’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N+[NP]+AP</td>
<td>Ceel Biyo Mac</td>
<td>Bacad Qorio Madoobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pit water sweet</td>
<td>dune wood black</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Format of toponyms. For example, *Buur Dawac-ley* (‘mountain jackal-with’) is translated unambiguously as ‘Mountain with jackals’, while if it were an English toponym it would probably be rendered as ‘Jackal mountain’, which would be ambiguous depending on whether one privileges an existential interpretation (i.e. ‘where jackals are found’) or a descriptive one (i.e. ‘resembling a jackal’). In order to keep glosses as viable as possible, functional words are translated with their English equivalent rather than being a literal spelling of their morphological features (e.g. *leh* is translated as ‘with’, rather than ‘have_RESTRICTED PARADIGM_MASC.’).
Let us now consider the content of Somali toponyms.
a. The minimal type of a place name is one in which only the place category occurs – which is obviously rather uncommon given its weak power of identification. Less frequently, it may occur in the plural or be preceded by a quantifier, such as a number. The examples below illustrate this:

*Buur* ‘Mountain’; *Bacado* ‘Dunes’; *Lamma Durdur* ‘Two streams’

b. The item can be identified by referring to a nearby place:

*Buur Caanoole* ‘Mountain of Anole’; *Buur Dhinsor* ‘Mountain of Dhinsor’

c. In most cases the identification is performed by referring to a remarkable feature of the item.

— A very frequent specification is *colour*:

*Buur Cad* ‘White mountain’; *Buur Madoob-a* ‘Black mountain’; *Buur Cas* ‘Red mountain’

— Another parameter to which reference is extensively made is *dimension* (specific dimensions – such as height, size, depth, etc. – obviously depend on the particular element under consideration):

*Buur Dheer/Gaabo/Weyn* ‘High/low/big mountain’; *Tog Dheer* ‘Deep wadi’

— A type of specification which is occasionally mentioned is some remarkable *geomorphic feature*:

*Buur Jabl/Madaxlaa* ‘Broken mountain’/Headless [i.e. without a peak] mountain’

— *Theriomorphic and anthropomorphic metaphors* are not very common but occasionally found, particularly for the names of mountains:

*Gacan Libaax* ‘Lion’s paw (mountain)’, *Hal iyo nirig* ‘She-camel and foal (mountain)’; *Naasa Hablood* ‘Girl’s breasts (mountain)’, *Buur Shan Jilib* ‘Mountain of five necks’ [i.e. rounded tops]

d. Another very common referential strategy consists of referring to some remarkable element which occurs in the place.

— In water-related toponyms, a feature which is very often made reference to is the *presence of water and its organoleptic quality*:
Wadi Cusdale ‘Salted wadi’; Malabley ‘Honey [i.e. sweet] (water)’; Wadi Xangeye ‘Dry wadi’; Wadi Mayrood Ooman ‘Thirsty [i.e. dry] wadi of phoenix reclinata’.

— Descriptive **metonyms**, although not common, are found:

Duusa Mareeb ‘Which does not hold farts in’ [referring to a pit with thermal water]

— A highly recurrent specification for each category of toponym is the *flora* found in, or in the vicinity of, the place. It can be trees (one remarkable tree, a group of trees or a wood) or some kind of shrub or grass. Of the trees, some species of **acacia**, **poinciana**, **dobera** and **fig tree** are particularly recurrent; among shrubs and herbs, *Pennisetum divisum* (a shrub eaten by camels) and *Mormodica dissecta* are frequent:

*Buur Cadaad/Lebi/Garas/Berde* ‘Mountain of acacia ‘adaad’/poinciana elata/dobera/fig tree’; *Buur Dhalan* ‘Mountain of *Pennisetum*’; *Buur Dabayoood* ‘Mountain of *Mormodica*

In a common variant, vegetation noun is accompanied by *leh/ley* ‘that has (mas./fem.)’:

*Buur Qurac-ley/Lebi-ley* ‘Mountain with acacia ombrellifera/poinciana elata’

— References to **animals** are also extremely common, particularly those which pose a danger to men or cattle:

*Buur Abeesaaley/Dawacley* ‘Mountain with poisonous snakes/with jackals’

— Finally, there is reference to any **remarkable element** which is found in the place:

*Buur Baqti Weyne/Duddum Caddo/Qoryo Guban* ‘Mountain of the big carcass/white ant-hill/burned wood’; *Wadi Laf Maroodi/Qorya-le* ‘Wadi of elephant bones/with wood’

e. **Person’s names**, often associated with a nickname, are another fairly common specification:

*Buur Cali Gaagaabl/Nuur Gudaud* ‘Mountain of Ali the Shortest/Nuur the Red’ [i.e. light skinned]
Since the maps usually report a burial place in the area (often with the same name), it is highly plausible that these toponyms originated with the name of a notable man who was buried nearby.

f. A small group of names is related to *ethnonyms*:

*Buur Midgaan* ‘Mountain of Midgan’ [a Northern group of Somali]

### 4. Why are geographical items named?

It might appear pointless, if not bizarre, to ask why elements of the landscape are named. In fact, when careful consideration is made, one has to conclude that, as far as cognition is concerned, there is more to the process of naming than meets the eye.

This seems to be particularly evident in Somalia, where most people have lived a nomadic or semi-nomadic life for centuries, lifestyles that impose an intense pervasive interaction with vast areas of the land and thus require a profound knowledge of it.

More specifically, evidence suggests that, apart from the most apparent function, i.e. to refer to a unique referent (in a given context), there are at least two other functions to naming, both of which have a predicative nature.

#### 4.1. Identificational function

The transparency of the vast majority of Somali toponyms results in the fact that their association to the elements they refer to is perceived as motivated. Thus, a name such as *Buur Madaxlaa*, ‘Headless mountain’, is not just a word which arbitrarily refers to any geographical item whatsoever, but one which predicates some kind of quality about its referent. In most cases, as it has been shown, this quality is objective in that it can be verified.

This property has two consequences:

1. from the learner’s point of view, this information will make the process of memorising a toponym more effective;
2. from the user’s point of view, it implies that only by knowing a name will he have a number of fairly detailed expectations about a geographical item. These are useful in order to identify it and orientate oneself, particularly when conditions are not optimal (i.e. imperfect
knowledge of an area, conditions of insufficient visibility, high incidence of elements of the same category in a territory, etc.).

4.2. Pragmatic function

We will refer to the other function which emerges from the place names of Somalia as ‘pragmatic’. A good many Somali toponyms go beyond giving descriptive information about the item they refer to, also providing a sort of operative instructions, specifically about:

— *dangerous animals* that may be encountered (e.g. *Buur Abesaale* ‘Mountain with vipers’, *Maroodile* ‘With elephants’);

— *trees* providing rest for men and cattle, and *plants* for pasture (*Gel Yaaqley* ‘Pond with baobab’, *Camoole* ‘Milky’ [i.e. an area with grass which is suitable for dairy animals]);

— presence and quality of *water* (*Ceel Biyo Mac* ‘Sweet water pit’, *Biyo Maal* ‘Without water’);

— presence of *resources* (*Wadi Qoryooley* ‘Wadi with wood’, *Cusboley* ‘With salt’).9

5. Conclusions

The evidence strongly suggests that Somali toponyms have complex, multilayered meanings, presumably unparalleled in other more familiar traditions of toponymy. In addition to naming a specific item in the territory, they often add some information about it: the presence and quality of water, vegetation (with particular reference to pasture and cover) and (dangerous) animals found there, the presence of other resources (such as wood or stone), etc. It is therefore quite reasonable to assume that Somali herdsmen had (and in most cases still have) a relation with their toponyms which is markedly different from that to which we are generally accustomed.

9 A remarkable example of this function is found in the toponymy of the Kwakiutl Indians, particularly in relation to fishing sites. Research on this subject was conducted by Franz Boas and his paper (Boas, 1934) proved to be of practical value for fishing purposes for many years after its publication.
Much more than in our society, Somali toponyms, at least for those who share the same culture that generated them, seem to represent a kind of cognitive map of the environment, one which informs them and reminds them of various notions which are crucial to their way of life.

The conclusions that can be drawn from data is that the toponyms of Somalia describe an inland people that make a living from semi nomadic stock raising with all the consequences and hardships that this entails: constant movement in search of grass for the herd and dependence both on watering holes, which are mostly seasonal, and on sites which offer shelter to men and herds.

On the other hand, other activities are, not surprisingly, represented marginally: agriculture related toponyms are confined to a restricted area (mainly along the two Rivers) and have a very special character. Sea toponyms are simply identificational, having no reference to fishing in particular, and are of foreign origin. Finally, reference to hunting is not evident, but cannot be excluded.
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